LICENCE DEACTIVATION

This document will show you how to deactivate licenses in PLDS. In order to perform a deactivation, user will need the Host ID for the server. Once deactivated, licenses become automatically Available.
Search for the Host ID

Go to Activation – De-activate.
Search for the License Host

The easiest way to search for the License Host is by using the Host ID (which is the MAC address from the server), but it’s not the only method.

Hosts can also be found by License Host (name given to the machine in PLDS), Sold To #, etc. Some other options can be found under [Advanced Search].
De-Activate

Click on [De-Activate] under the selected host.
Click Next
Select the licenses

Select the licenses you want to deactivate and click on Next.
Finish

Add any notes if necessary and click on Finish.